
WEAKNESS, HUMILIATION, AND PUTTING AMERICA LAST: After four
years of unprecedented foreign policy success under President Trump that
restored American strength, leadership, and safety, Joe Biden has
EMBARASSED our country, ENDANGERED our citizens, EMBOLDENED our
enemies, and SURRENDERED to our adversaries—over, and over, and over.

Under President Trump, there was peace, calm, and stability in the world
because people RESPECTED America, and they knew that while he had no
desire to meddle in their internal affairs, he had nofear about defending
America’s interests. NO ONE respects Joe Biden, and the world is a much
more dangerous place as a result.

Biden’s Year of Mortifying Failures:

● Biden’s Afghanistan Surrender was the worst foreign policy
humiliation in American history.

● Shameful weakness on CHINA—no accountability on Virus, Biden team
openly MOCKED and insulted by Chinese diplomats.

● Begging and pleading Iran for nuclear “deal” while regime laughs,
racing toward nukes.

● Backstabbing and insulting ISRAEL—after Biden put our Israeli friends in
mortal danger.

● Russia now engaging in increasingly aggressive behavior including
massing troops on Ukraine’s border, because they do not fear or
respect Biden.

● Bitter betrayals of America’s closest allies draw STINGING REBUKES from
abroad.



● Obliterating America’s borders and returning to the failed ideology of
globalism.

● Falling asleep at global summits; gaffes draw guffaws from other world
leaders.

● Forcing our brave warriors in the U.S. Military to endure trainings in
toxic Critical Race Theory.

● No accountability for Woke Generals who lose, leak, lie and obsess over
their press clippings.

● Weakest and most partisan national security team in history—Harris,
Sullivan, Blinken, Milley, and Austin—have NO CREDIBILITY, and have lost
the confidence of the entire world.

● Lectures about democracy while trampling the Constitution here at

home...· Thinks “global warming” is number one national
security threat…

● The most clueless president in U.S. history is leading the world
into chaos.

BIDEN’S AFGHANISTAN SURRENDER: HIS BOTCHED EXIT WAS THE

MOST ASTONISHING DISPLAY OF INCOMPETENCE BY ANY LEADER IN

PERHAPS THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD.

● Either they didn’t see it coming or they flat-out lied—either
way it’s totally disqualifying.

○ April 14, Biden:“We will not conduct a hasty rush to the
exit…We’ll do it responsibly, deliberately, and safely.”



○ June 7, Blinken: “Whatever happens in Afghanistan, if
there is a significant deterioration in security… I don’t
think it’s going to be something that happens from a
Friday to a Monday.”

○ June 17, MILLEY:“I don’t see Saigon 1975 in Afghanistan...
The Taliban just aren’t the North Vietnamese army. It’s not
that kind of situation.”

○ July 2, Biden: “We’re on track exactly as to where we
expected to be…It’s a rational drawdown with our allies,
and… there’s nothing unusual about it.” Asked a follow-up
on Afghanistan, Biden replied, “I want to talk about
happy things, man.”

○ July 8, Biden: “The likelihood there’s going to be the
Taliban overrunning everything and owning the whole
country is highly unlikely.” Biden promised, “There’s going
to be no circumstance where you see people being lifted
off the roof of a embassy in the—of the United States
from Afghanistan.”

● ABANDONED BAGRAM AIR BASE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE
NIGHT IN EARLY JULY– AMONG THE WORST MILITARY
DECISIONS OF ALL TIME—PAVING THE WAY FOR
CATASTROPHE.

○ The U.S. military inexplicably left Bagram Airfield—built at
MASSIVE taxpayer expense—without telling the Afghan
Security Forces, months before all Americans had been
evacuated from Afghanistan. This horrendous decision left
the U.S. military without a defensible base of operations, and
allowed 5,000 dangerous terrorists and hardened
criminals imprisoned at Bagram to later be set free by
the Taliban—one of whom was the suicide bomber who
killed more than 180 people and 13 U.S. servicemembers



in the Kabul airport attack.

○ General Milley had assured Congress on June 23: “Bagram is
not necessary, tactically or operationally.”

○ A month later, the Taliban took control of its first Afghan
province.

● BIDEN DID IT ALL BACKWARDS: FIRST he removed the troops,
THEN he abandoned the bases, and ONLY THEN did he try to
evacuate our diplomats and civilians.

● Biden went on VACATION as the Taliban took over—took NO
RESPONSIBILITY for the crisis, cast blame on everyone else.

○ He spent only 4 of 15 days in the White House as
Afghanistan was overrun.

● Even the left-wing media could not excuse it…

○ “He said the buck stopped with him but in fact the speech
was full of finger pointing and blame… he did not get into, or
accept any blame for, the catastrophic exit we've been
watching on television in the last several days.” – Jake
Tapper, CNN

○ “There's a serious disconnect between the messaging from
the Biden administration…And then what we're seeing on
the ground…The Biden administration needs to do two
things: One, to actually get that situation under control and
then two, to be upfront with the American people about what's
going on. They can see it with their own eyes at this point.” – Julie
Pace, AP



○ “You have to question, is the president insulated,
isolated?...On Friday it was almost bizarre. What he was
saying did not match the reality of what some of his other
advisers were saying.” – Jeff Zeleny, CNN

○ “We know that’s not true. We know there are many
instances where that has not been true… He also said Al
Qaeda is gone from Afghanistan, but…we know that is also
untrue. Why is he misleading with his words here?” –
Brianna Keilar, CNN

● Prominent Democrats and Establishment Figures were
shocked too…

○ Obama’s former Defense Secretary, Leon Panetta, said,
“With the Taliban now controlling Afghanistan, there is no
question that they will provide a safe haven for Al Qaeda
and for ISIS.”

○ Obama’s former CIA Director, David Petraeus, said, “This is a
Dunkirk moment or, perhaps, a Saigon moment.”

○ Obama’s former Ambassador to Afghanistan, Ryan Crocker,
said that Biden’s exit was “an indelible stain on his presidency.”

● Our Allies Were ENRAGED and HORRIFIED…

○ For the first time in history, the British Parliament held
an American President, Joe Biden, IN
CONTEMPT—calling his actions “catastrophic,”
“shameful,” and “dishonorable.”

○ U.K. Prime Minister Boris Johnson was reportedly stunned
and infuriated when he could not even get Joe Biden on the



phone while British lives were on the line.

○ Former British Prime Minister Tony Blair called Biden’s
actions “imbecilic.”

○ French Parliamentarian Nathalie Loiseau said, “We thought
America was back, while in fact, America withdraws.”

○ German President Frank-Walter Steinmeier called
Biden’s handling “shameful for the political West.”

○ Taiwanese President Tsai Ing-wen lost faith in the ability of
the U.S. to protect Taiwan from China saying, “It is not our
option to do nothing and only rely on others for protection.”

● America’s Adversaries Watched Biden’s Surrender with Glee…

○ China’s Foreign Ministry taunted Biden, saying that the
Afghanistan withdrawal shows that the U.S. should not
“interfere in other countries’ internal affairs,” alluding to
Taiwan.

○ Putin’s foreign policy advisor chuckled saying, “You can’t
blame Russia for feeling a little smug about what is
happening in Kabul.

○ Iran’s President mocked Biden at the United Nations saying,
“Today, the U.S. does not get to exit Iraq and Afghanistan but is
expelled.”

○ Hezbollah’s Secretary General said Biden had “accept[ed] a
historic failure.”

○ Taliban fighters chanted “Death to America” outside the
American embassy in Kabul.



○ Yet Biden claimed he had seen no indication of damage
to American credibility in the world.

● AFTER LOSING KABUL, BIDEN CREATED A NIGHTMARE AT THE
KABUL AIRPORT AND PUT AMERICANS AT THE MERCY OF THE
TALIBAN.

○ The Washington Post reported that before entering Kabul, the
Taliban offered to allow the U.S. military to remain in control of
the city to evacuate Americans. But the Biden administration said
no, they just needed the airport. Biden had no other plan than to
beg for mercy from America’s enemies.

○ After greenlighting the sudden conquest of Kabul by the
Taliban and then promising to evacuate as many Afghans as
possible, Biden triggered a NIGHTMARE at the airport. Then,
he refused for days to establish a wider security perimeter to
ensure the safety of all involved.

○ The Biden Administration said it was unable to help
Americans flee to the Kabul airport, even while British and
French commandoes went all over town rescuing their
citizens.

○ According to POLITICO, the Biden administration gave the
Taliban what was effectively a kill list “of names of American
citizens, green card holders and Afghan allies.” Biden himself said
“there may have been” a kill list.

■ On August 17, Biden’s National Security Advisor
said, “There have been instances where we have
received reports of people being turned away or
pushed back, or even beaten. We are taking that up
in a channel with the Taliban.”



● BIDEN’S STUNNING INCOMPETENCE ALLOWED A HORRIFIC
TERRORIST ATTACK, DEADLIEST DAY FOR U.S. FORCES IN A
DECADE

○ On August 26, radical Islamic terrorists carried out a suicide
bombing outside the Kabul airport, killing 13 American
troops and over 180 civilians, and badly injuring countless
more.

○ During the dignified transfer ceremony for our 13 American
heroes, Biden disrespected the families of the fallen by looking at
his watch at least three times.

● Biden loaded the planes evacuating Kabul with tens of
thousands of unvetted Afghans before all Americans were
out—and they weren’t even the Afghans who worked with
America—then Biden left countless of Americans behind
Taliban lines.

○ Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro Mayorkas stated
that out of the 60,000 Afghans Biden loaded on flights, only
3 percent were Special Immigrant Visa holders who helped the
U.S. during the past 20 years.

○ CENTCOM Commander General Kenneth McKenzie said,
“We did not get everybody out that we wanted to get out” and
confirmed that “hundreds” of Americans were left behind in
Afghanistan.

○ On August 31, the U.S. embassy in Kabul officially suspended
operations. That day, Biden’s Pentagon spokesperson said, “We
have Americans that get stranded in countries all the time.”

○ According to the New York Post, in November, “Nearly three
months after the last US military plane departed Afghanistan, the



Pentagon is still trying to rescue family members of American
troops in the war-torn country and is working to compile a
database of those left behind, according to a report.”

○ Meanwhile tens of thousands of unscreened, unvetted
Afghan nationals were brought into the United States,
including those with CHILD BRIDES.

■ One Afghan national was promptly charged with
sexually assaulting a child, another with strangling
and beating his wife. And in New Mexico, a group of
male Afghan evacuees reportedly ganged up on a
female American service member and assaulted
her.

● BIDEN SURRENDERED TENS OF BILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN U.S.
MILITARY HARDWARE TO THE TALIBAN—WHICH IS NOW
AMONG THE BEST EQUIPPED MILITARIES IN THE WORLD.

○ According to an Axios report, the Taliban took control of “a
massive new war chest, complete with U.S.-made Humvees,
planes, helicopters, night-vision goggles and drones,”
over 2,000 armored vehicles and up to 40 aircraft as well as
UH-60 Black Hawks, scout attack helicopters, and ScanEagle
military drones.

○ How did Biden fall for the line that it was “cheaper” to
leave billions of dollars in equipment than to fly it to
nearby bases???

○ The Biden administration ordered federal agencies to “scrub
their websites” of all the details of the $85 billion in equipment
the United States had given the Afghan security forces (now in
the possession of the Taliban).



● BIDEN THEN BLEW UP INNOCENT AFGHANS IN A
DISASTEROUSLY FAILED AIRSTRIKE

○ Reeling from their failures and trying to look tough in the
midst of chaos, the administration executed what General
Milley called “a righteous strike” that supposedly prevented
another terrorist attack on the Kabul airport.

○ In truth, the strike ended up killing no terrorists but
mistakenly killed 10 innocent civilians, including 7 children.

○ The man they claimed was a terrorist was actually a U.S. aid
worker who worked for 14 years for a California-based charity
that fed hungry Afghans.

○ A New York Times expose revealed that the alleged bombs were
jugs of water for his family.

● Days later, Biden BRAGGED about the strikes and proclaimed
that the Afghanistan withdrawal was an “EXTRAORDINARY
SUCCESS” and said, “THIS IS THE WAY THE MISSION WAS
DESIGNED.”

○ Apparently it was all part of the plan…

○ Unbelievably, Biden administration staffers then went
around complaining to the media that they weren’t being
given proper credit for the operation’s success.

○ To date, no senior military, intelligence, or political official
in the Biden administration has been fired for their
conduct related to Afghanistan.

● Biden’s Afghanistan debacle was the POLAR OPPOSITE of
President Trump’s strength and conditions-based approach.



○ Biden did not follow “Trump’s plan” as he falsely
claimed—Biden DISCARDED the Trump plan, came up with
his own plan (to get a good press story on 9/11) and then he
mismanaged the whole thing beyond belief.

○ When one American soldier was killed in 2019 by the Taliban,
President Trump called off talks with the Taliban and
bombed the Taliban ferociously for days. That is why for over
a year, not a single American service member had been
killed in combat in Afghanistan – because they knew
America was not to be trifled with.

○ The Trump administration’s plan for Afghanistan was
conditions-based. It required the Taliban to successfully negotiate
a political settlement with the Afghan government. Biden clearly
did not follow that plan because the conditions were never met.

○ The Taliban knew that if they stepped out of line while
Donald Trump was president, he would hit them harder
than they had ever been hit before—just like he eliminated
Baghdadi and Soleimani.

○ This calamity would NEVER have happened under
President Trump—and everyone in the world knows it.

BUT THE AFGHANISTAN CATASTROPHE IS JUST THE BEGINNING….



BIDEN’S WEAKNESS HAS INVITED NEW THREATS AND CRISES ALL
OVER THE WORLD – WITH RUSSIA MASSING TROOPS ON UKRAINE’S
BORDER

● Putin is reportedly considering a military offensive with
80,000-175,000 RUSSIAN TROOPS on Ukraine’s border.

○ Russia is issuing threats and ultimatums to the United
States, and even threatening to cut off relations with the U.S.
entirely

○ It’s all happening because Russia has no fear of
doddering Joe Biden.

● Last spring, desperate for a summit with Putin to distract from his
many failures and sagging poll numbers, Biden lifted President
Trump’s sanctions on Russia’s Nord Stream II Pipeline—pushing
Europe into dependence on Russian energy.

○ The summit was a disaster, and Biden’s staff was too afraid
to even allow him to do the usual Joint Press
Conference.When suspected Russian hackers shut down a
major pipeline in the U.S.—causing filling stations around
the country to run dry—the Biden administration did
nothing, disclaimed any responsibility for solving the
problem, and allowed the Colonial Pipeline to pay nearly $5
million in ransom.

● By contrast, despite Democrat and media HYSTERIA, President
Trump was tougher on Russia than any president since the end of
the Cold War.



○ He armed the Ukrainians with lethal weapons.

○ He armed Poland, moved in thousands of troops, and
negotiated a permanent U.S. military base there.

○ He imposed crippling financial sanctions.

○ He got NATO allies to increase defense spending by $400
billion, while rebuilding the U.S. military with $2.5 trillion.

○ He rebuilt the U.S. nuclear stockpile.

○ He withdrew from the INF Treaty.

○ And he undermined Russia’s number one source of wealth
by making the United States energy independent and
exporting American natural gas to Eastern Europe—and all
over the world.

○ The comparison with Biden and his Russia-Hoaxing
National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan is not even
close.

CATERING TO IRAN, BETRAYING ISRAEL – BIDEN SIDES WITH WORLD’S
LEADING STATE SPONSOR OF TERROR WHILE GETTING OUR CLOSEST
MID-EAST ALLY ATTACKED WITH ROCKETS

● In a radical departure from President Trump’s maximum pressure
campaign on Iran, Biden gave Iran unilateral sanctions relief
before getting any concessions. Later the same year, he lifted



more sanctions on multiple Iranian energy companies and former
officials. In October, the administration lifted yet more sanctions,
this time from two Iranian missile producers. Yet he has gotten
NOTHING in return.

● Upon taking office, Joe Biden and John Kerry immediately began
pleading with Iran to negotiate a return to the disastrous Iran Nuclear
Deal (which paved Iran’s path to a bomb with American dollars)—yet
despite the fact that the Iranians are NOT INTERESTED, Kerry and
Biden keep on begging.

○ The Iranian foreign minister has even claimed that John
Kerry informed him about attacks Israel was conducting on
Iranian forces. How has this betrayal not been investigated?

● No doubt sensing whose side the Biden administration is on, Iran
tested to see how far they could push—letting their terrorist proxy
Hamas unleash a wave of violence.

● In May, the radical Iranian-backed Hamas terrorists launched
over 4,000 rockets at Israeli population centers. 10 people died
in the attacks.

○ Biden REFUSED to directly condemn Hamas as a terror
group.

○ While Israel was still directly under missile fire from
radical terrorists, Biden called to admonish Israeli
Prime Minister Bibi Netanyahu, saying he “expected a
significant de-escalation today on the path to a
cease-fire,” as if Israel was at fault for trying to stop the
rockets.

○ Biden also gave hundreds of millions of dollars in aid to
Palestinian groups with no meaningful way to ensure it does



not end up strengthening Hamas.

● By contrast, President Trump supported Israel and stood up to
Iran like never before.

○ He withdrew from the disastrous Iran Nuclear Deal and put
the toughest-ever sanctions on the regime.

○ He kept his promise, recognized the capital of Israel, and
moved the American Embassy to Jerusalem.

○ He also recognized Israeli sovereignty over the Golan
Heights.

○ And he negotiated the most important Middle East peace
deals in generations between Israel and four of its Arab
neighbors, the Abraham Accords.

CAVING TO COMMUNIST CHINA ON COVID– YES JOE, CHINA IS INDEED
“EATING YOUR LUNCH”

● During the Democrat primaries, Biden scoffed at the idea that
China was a major rival. “China is going to eat our lunch?” Biden
asked incredulously.“They can’t even figure out how to deal with
the fact that they have this great division between the China Sea
and the mountains in the East, I mean the West.”

● It’s no wonder Joe Biden was China’s choice for President: He
supported giving them most favored nation trade status,



celebrated their entry into the WTO, and during his vice
presidency repeatedly lauded the Chinese regime. China
rewarded Joe handsomely after he left office, offering “the Big
Guy” and his family MILLIONS of dollars in Chinese “business
deals”—not to mention Hunter’s 2.8 carat diamond.

● Now Biden is returning the favors, LETTING CHINA OFF THE
HOOK FOR COVID.

○ One of the Biden administration’s first actions was to shut
down President Trump’s State Department investigation into the
origins of the China Virus.

○ Biden quickly returned the United States to the World
Health Organization—which, as events proved, is practically
owned by the CCP. And he went back in at “full
price”—giving them $200 million in exchange for
nothing—after they let China control the investigation into the
“origins” of the China Virus.

○ During his teleconference summit with President Xi,
Biden failed to bring up China’s refusal to cooperate
with the investigation into the origins of the
coronavirus. How can that be?

○ Biden also did not even MENTION China—or the origins of
the virus—in his embarrassingly weak and stunningly
vacuous address to the United Nations General Assembly.

● Earlier this year, Biden’s representatives—Blinken and
Sullivan—were openly MOCKED by China on American soil at the
Alaska summit.

○ Chinese officials lambasted the American negotiators
with talking points ripped straight from Critical Race



Theory and told them that the U.S. “does not have the
qualification to say that it wants to speak to China from a
position of strength.” Biden said he is PROUD of his
team—after they sat there and did not defend America.

● Biden even chalked up China’s Uighur Genocide to “DIFFERENT
NORMS.”

○ He made a long, strange, bizarre defense of the
Communist Party’s brutal conduct, casting China as
the victim and suggesting that human rights abuses
promote Chinese “unity”:“If you know anything about
Chinese history, it has always been, the time when China
has been victimized by the outer world is when they
haven’t been unified at home. So the central — well, vastly
overstated — the central principle of Xi Jinping is that
there must be a united, tightly controlled China. And he
uses his rationale for the things he does based on that…
Culturally there are different norms that each country and
their leaders are expected to follow.”

● HOW MANY OF HUNTER BIDEN’S “PAINTINGS” does China
have to buy in exchange for this level of weakness?

● Under President Trump, we stood up to China like never before,
imposing strong tariffs on $250 billion of Chinese goods, leading a
global campaign against Chinese cybersecurity threat Huawei,
prosecuting intellectual property theft, revitalizing the “Quad”
alliance, speaking out for victims of religious persecution, and
demanding in his 2020 United Nations Address that China be
held accountable for unleashing the Virus upon the world.



JOE BIDEN DECLARED THAT “AMERICA IS BACK”—BUT HIS
ADMINISTRATION IS A CONTINUING CATASTROPHE ON THE WORLD
STAGE….

● FRANCE ALIENATED: Our oldest ally withdrew its ambassador
for the first time in U.S. history after Biden EXCLUDED them
from a new security pact between the U.S., Australia, and the
U.K.—behavior France called “BRUTAL.” During a meeting with
President Macron in October, Biden admitted that his handling
“was not done with a lot of grace.”

● “SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP” THREATENED: Biden has
REPEATEDLY insulted and offended British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson. Biden elbowed his way into sensitive Brexit negotiations
to UNDERMINE the British position. Just before going to the G7 in
England, Biden’s representative delivered an insulting “demarche”
to Britain’s top Brexit negotiator, slamming Johnson’s
government. Pelosi threatened to BLOCK a U.S.-U.K. trade deal,
and when Boris Johnson visited the White House in September,
Biden’s staff rudely interrupted the U.K. Prime Minister in
mid-sentence when he tried to take a few questions from the
press. What exactly were they worried about?

● BORDERS THROWN WIDE OPEN: Among Biden’s most
devastating disasters, he threw open the Southern Border to
transnational criminal cartels who import gangs, drugs, and
dangerous criminals. BORDER SECURITY IS NATIONAL SECURITY.

● CORRUPT GLOBALISTS INVITED TO INVESTIGATE AMERICA FOR
HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES: Biden re-entered the notorious U.N.
Human Rights Council, then Blinken enthusiastically invited the
world’s worst human rights abusers and violators to investigate
America for “systemic racism” and “human rights” abuses. Then
Biden’s UN Ambassador declared that “white supremacy” is
woven “into our founding documents and principles.”Great



representatives for America on the world stage.

● MARXIST CRITICAL RACE THEORY BEING FOISTED ON
MILITARY: The Navy’s Professional Reading Program suggested
that military members read books that attack every aspect of
America–including the very Constitution that servicemembers
swear to defend. The NDAA includes funding for woke radicalism,
including “equity” and CRT training. Chairman Mark Milley told
Congress he wanted to “understand white rage” and Chief of
Naval Operations Adm. Michael Gilday suggested servicemembers
read a radical manifesto openly calling for racial discrimination.
Why do they even still have their jobs?

● SEVERE CUTS TO MILITARY FUNDING AND READINESS: Biden
requested $7 billion less in funding for the Army than what was
necessary to keep pace for inflation—and his budget calls for a
force reduction of nearly 5,000 troops—even while Army Chief
of Staff James McConville says “I’m very, very concerned about
the size of the Army.”

● SO CONSUMED WITH LEFTIST IDEOLOGY THEY CAN’T SEE
STRAIGHT: Biden declared that the Joint Chiefs of Staff told him
“the greatest threat facing America” was “global warming.” In his
Joint Session Address, Biden declared that “the most lethal
terrorist threat to the homeland today” is “white supremacy.”

● ASLEEP ON THE JOB: After warning Pentagon officials in June
that global warming will be the greatest national security threat in
coming years, Biden fell asleep with his mask on at the 2021
United Nations Climate Change Conference during the opening
statements. He had to be awoken by his staff.

● SQUANDERING HISTORIC PEACE DEAL IN BALKANS: After
President Trump’s administration brokered a groundbreaking
agreement between Kosovo and Serbia, Biden let a key provision
expire and has failed to build on the potential to permanently



settle this long-simmering conflict.

● PUSHING RADICAL ABORTION AGENDA ON COUNTRIES THAT
DO NOT WANT IT: Biden withdrew from President Trump’s
Geneva Consensus Declaration, which affirms there is no
international human right to abortion. Now the Biden
administration is going around Latin America trying to bully
nations that morally object to abortion into aborting more of their
babies even though they do not want to. Under Biden, $32.5
million taxpayer dollars will also flow to the United Nations
Population Fund which has historically played a role in China’s
coerced abortion and involuntary sterilization programs.

● SILENT ON THE CORRUPT CUBAN COMMUNISTS EVEN AS
BRAVE CUBAN PATRIOTS RISK THEIR LIVES TO PROTEST EVIL
REGIME: For months Biden refused to unequivocally condemn the
Cuban dictatorship’s human rights abuses. When asked in July
when Biden planned on speaking out against Cuba’s horrific
communism, Biden’s press secretary replied, “Not at this time.”

FAILING ON COVID, FAILING AT HOME, AND A DISASTER ABROAD—JOE

BIDEN’S FIRST YEAR WAS AN UTTER CATASTROPHE.


